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who is your favorite video gaming console? perhaps
you're the type of person who has nearly every console
from the very old to the not so old- there's nothing wrong
with that. if you're like i am, you have a ton of consoles
and a couple for each of your family members. it can get
expensive buying xbox one xs and ps4 xs for different
members of your family, but you're stuck with it. you
really don't have a choice. that's one of the reasons that
you want to buy a cheap xbox one x, ps4 x, or even a
used one. sure, these new consoles are the latest and
greatest, but there is a huge difference between old and
new. the old console has that great built in hd content,
while the new consoles have high definition games and
are very expensive. not only that, but the new console is
getting a ton of bad reviews. why would you buy a
console that everyone is constantly saying is a bad
console? here's why you'll want to go with a used xbox
one x, ps4 x, or even a used console. it would be a
shame if you wanted to buy a used xbox one or ps4 and
your friends have the new, but new games are out. since
you want to buy a used console, you can do a lot of
things to make sure that you're getting a good deal. the
first thing that you need to do is pick a used console that
has a great build quality. you want to make sure that this
console hasn't been dropped and has no scratches,
dents, or dings. a good way to make sure that you're
getting a good used console is to buy a used video game
console from a reliable retailer. that is not a new issue. i
received one of the same models from asia and it was
not compatible with the jailbreak. no usb loader gx would
even show the ps3 icons on the front. it shipped with a
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seagate 500gig hard drive and did not work at all. i
contacted sony directly and they said the accessory pack
went through the shipping process as normal but was
rejected when it was actually delivered. when i asked for
an exchange i was given a new hd and the next time i
contacted sony the $69 fee was removed. so it is a very
bad situation for wii users. i will never buy another hdd
for a ps3 again. the segate is excellent for pc/mac and
that is why i bought it. it has had no problems even when
the $69 fee was removed and the web site says it is fully
supported.
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edit: works with cios 249, created 2 partitions, both fat
32. formatted the first one twice in a row with ncwbfstool
and then i stopped having the this is not a wii disc error

when loading games. ---- had constant compatibility
issues. would not work at all with several loaders,

attempted with several cios inc hermes. began working
with usb loader gx then ceased working with that too

despite not making any changes. tried non-
partitioned/partitioned, recommended ideas etc. gave
up, bought iomega 1tb prestige desktop hard drive usb

2.0 which works without any issues at all with all loaders.
wouldn't recommend this lacie drive at all for use with
wii. formatted fat32 with wii backup manager. tested

with wii flow (4.1 -r436) and usb loader gx. tried about 40
games with no problems at all.tested as normal storage
device on ps3 - works fine. this hd is claimed by segate
to work as a storage device for wii u.the model being
tested here, the stbv2000300 - is the asian/australian
version and may be equivalent to the - stbv2000100

(americas) and the - stbv2000200 (europe, middle east,
africa). as lot of new gamers struggled to fix call of duty
because they didn't know to just use a different cios slot
that uses base 57 by selecting slot 250 it in their loader's
game options, and considering most games working with
56 also work with 57 (we're really comparing 97%-98%

compatibility with 99%!!), many softmod guides recently
(2018-2020) changed the default base in slot 249 to 57

so the recommendation changed to this: the original
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phat ps3 may not be as sexy as its successors although
we still think big bottom consoles make the world go

round but the original cechb01 (20gb) and the cecha01
(60gb) models released in november 2006 have

backward compatibility for both ps1 and ps2 games
(although, the original 20gb model didnt have built-in wi-
fi for some reason). all of the later phat models, like the
checg01 and cechk01, and all of the slim and super slim

variants were only able to play ps1 titles. 5ec8ef588b
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